Creating uniquely beautiful spaces
that reflect who you are:

Let’s turn your house
into an incredible home

MODERN.
COMFORTABLE.
QUIRKY.
WONDERFUL.
Any designer can create a beautiful room—
but with Melissa Peretti Imagination and
Design (MPI+D), you get so much more.
MPI+D specializes in full service, turnkey
interior design to create one-of-a-kind interiors
that reflect her clients’ story and personal style.
Melissa has a keen eye for small spaces and
is an adept space planner full of creative
solutions to maximize every inch.
Not only does she live and breathe the details
in everything she does, but she is able to
bring that intangible “wow” factor to her
clients’ spaces.
She is consistently praised for her ability
to create warm and wonderful spaces that
perfectly reflect the people that live in them
by incorporating personal, unique and
collected elements.

WHY MELISSA?

Great question. There are a lot of designers out there,
but what sets Melissa apart is her ability to be a
trusted advisor in creating bespoke, thoughtful, fullservice solutions for her clients. She believes that home
design should be both stress-free and enjoyable.
Here are some facts about Melissa and her approach
that’ll give you a feel for what it’s like to work with her
and her team, and how she’s different from the rest:
 MPI+D take on a limited number of clients at a
time. This allows Melissa, supported by her team,
to focus fully on her clients. She takes the time to
understand both her clients’ taste and lifestyle to
offer solutions to client problems and pain points
that result in spaces that are equally beautiful and
practical for their lives.
 She enjoys being the direct point of contact
for all MPI+D clients. All conversations, meetings,
and questions will be handled by her personally,
which makes for a straightforward and cohesive
experience.
 Melissa is a proud Toronto east-ender, having
been a board member of the Danforth East
Community Association (DECA) for years. When
possible, she uses local suppliers and trades who
are familiar with the particular needs of east-end
homes.
 With 16 years of experience as a commercial
photographer, Melissa has a unique lens
through which she sees space and design (pardon
the pun). She has fine-tuned her eye for what
elements go together to create a sophisticated yet
comfortable space.
 Melissa has built a reputation not only for her
remarkable design but also for being a trusted
advisor with a proven process to make sure things
run on time, on budget and without any surprises.

MPI+D PROCESS AND SERVICES

Melissa takes a two phased approach to her design services that covers all of the planning
(research, design and presentation) followed by project implementation and oversight.
MPI+D provides turnkey, full-services design services to homes of all shapes and sizes. As a
Toronto east-ender, she has a particular passion for turning smaller homes, including laneway
properties, into warm and wonderful spaces that are specifically tailored to suit each client’s
design taste and lifestyle.
Melissa has a talent for maximizing every inch by finding space efficiencies and clever solutions.
Melissa takes care of everything from initial concept through finishing details. This includes:

PROJECT
DESIGN

Project design to draft a
plan to turn your house to
an incredible home that
reflects who you are and
is practical for modern
life.

FINISHING
SERVICES

Finishing services to take
care of the final details
to create a uniquely
beautiful space that feels
truly pulled together and
photo worthy.

PROJECT
EXECUTION

CONTINUAL
SUPPORT

More details on Melissa’s process can be found on her website.

Design direction to
implement this plan to
life by coordinating with
trades and setting up
every piece perfectly.

Melissa and her team are
by your side to ensure a
stress-free and enjoyable
process.

MPI+D’S WORK: SMALL SPACE MAKEOVER
In this recent project, Melissa and her
team transformed this small Toronto
home into a bright and beautiful space
that makes the most of every inch.
The owners had felt confined by the lack of
space and light and were overwhelmed by how
quickly the house felt cluttered due to the lack of
storage. They also struggled to bring a sense of
style to their house that made them feel happy
and relaxed to be at home.
Melissa took the time to understand their design
taste and lifestyle. She developed a design
plan that they loved and then got to work. Due
to space constraints, Melissa had to be very
innovative with storage solutions in order to
give the house order, hide clutter and create a
bright and curated aesthetic. Her clients were
thrilled by their stunning home that was perfectly
practical for their lifestyle and family’s needs.

THE MPI +D ADVANTAGE

A good designer does so much more than match your curtains to your couch. Hiring Melissa
comes with all of the following benefits (in addition to a downright stunning space, of course):
UNIQUE IDEAS + CLEVER SOLUTIONS
Melissa brings significant experience and expertise to interior design for small and laneway homes.
She understands that creative solutions can make all the difference when it comes to both form and
function. Melissa is known for innovative space planning and re-thinking the ordinary to make it
extraordinary.

A SOLID PLAN
When you hire Melissa, you’ll have a full and clear picture of what the end result will be—right from
the start. This will allow you to make informed decisions at every step - and avoid unnecessary angst,
indecision, and/or costly mistakes.

TIME
Without the right help, renovations—even when they’re simply cosmetic —can be incredibly timeconsuming to manage and navigate. Melissa will get you from point A to (gorgeous) point B, without
wasting precious time on shopping around or troubleshooting.

THAT INTANGIBLE ‘WOW’ FACTOR
So much of what makes —or breaks—a space is in the tiny details. Melissa will thoughtfully consider
every element of your space and how all the items work together to ensure a truly cohesive, wowworthy space.
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